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Figure 1. Ellebo housing State. Baltorpvej. Ballerup [1]
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Active house evaluation of Ellebo with “summer garden”
Ellebo is a renovation project in connection to the Nordic Built projects
The need of renovating the building envelop is a chance to improve and transform the living experience in Ellebo
housing estate. It is achived by two main tools: increasing accessibility and extension of the existing building.
New lifts and balcony along the façade introduce direct access to the the apartments, creating a bench small
niches along the corridor what promote opportunities to meet and socialize. A new extension to the existing
living area by the ”summergarden” concept allows diverse set of uses to the habitant within the apartment.
There are three scales of new façade:
- Exterior Layer: The existing external walls are replaced with super insulated panels, what creates a deep opening
wall introducing an internal window niches. The window openings are wider and taller than the existing ,
providing greater lighting and thus greater sense of space.
- Balcony forms a continues communal room of woven timber trellis
- Summergarden: the existing open terraces are replaced by larger; more generous and highly-insulated summer
garden spaces, providing a comfortable and relaxed social space between interior and exterior space. It is the
passive key of the building that provides mild environment adaptable to the seasonal and daily change.
Ellebo housing community is formed by four blocks with a total of 295 apartments around a green area, as it can
be seen on Figure 2.
The apartment located in an intermediate floor of block 3 has been chosen as a model reference for Elleboactive house evaluation. The model apartments consists of 84 m2 of heated area including summer garden space,
which faces south side, as you can see on Figure 3.
In this report, only the winter scenario has been evaluated in order to simply calculations, since this scenario is
considered the most used during the year, when summer garden area is introduced to the living area of the
apartment by opening inner sliding glass doors.
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Figure 2. Ellebo community plan site

Figure 3. Apartment model n 57, 3th. Block 3
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1.Daylight
The daylight factor is evaluated by VELUX daylight visualizer 3. All the documents related to DF calculations can
be seen in reference [2]. The Building material have the following characteristics:
Table 1. Building envelop characteristics inputs for DF evaluation

Building envelop element
Light wooden floor
White painting ceiling
White painting wall
Windows/doors ( 3 layer)
Glass facade/sliding door of Summergarden (2 layers)
Living room

Room

Reflectance factor
0,84
0,842
0,842
0,842 ( white frame)
0,842 ( white frame)

Light transmittance

0,72 [2]
0,80 [3]
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Bedroom

Kitchen

The DF is measured for the utilized area 500 mm of distance from the walls. The DF found is described in Table
2
Table 2. DF evaluation of each activity and living zone

Area
Living room
Room
Bedroom
Kitchen
Average
Active house score

DF [%]
4,2
1
1,8
1,2

Areas
32
16,2
15,2
11,5
2,6 %
2,8

Occupancy
0,149
0,304
0,304
0,208
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2.Thermal environment
The indoor climate is evaluated in each of the rooms. The Indoor climate has been evaluated by the simulation
program called: “VELUX Energy and Indoor climate visualizer”. All the documents related to Indoor climate
simulation are found in reference [3].

Figure 4. Living room

Figure 5. Room

Figure 6. Bedroom

Figure 7. Kitchen

The registered input are following described:
Table 3. Inputs for EIC Velux. Ellebo

Parameter
Heating and Cooling
Schedule
U- values of building envelope
Equipment internal gains
Heating set point
Maximum summer Temperature
Ventilation
Windows are open when Indoor T is above:

Value

Comments
Not at home from 8-17 on weekdays
U- values calculated [2]

3,5 W/m2
21°
26°
24°
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Night cooling
Controlled air quality
Ventilation system [6]

Open façade and roof windows
Category I
Hybrid Mechanical ventilation ( MVHR in
winter and open windows in summer)
Ventilation rate: 0,5h-1 =0,34 l/s m2
SPF: 1 kW/m3s
Heat recovery efficiency: 90%

The results has been analysed hourly. They are the following:
Table 4. Hourly results analysed

EIC simulation
Number of occupants
Thermal comfort, Winter
Thermal comfort, Summer
Active house Score

Active house Score

Living room
3

Room
Bedroom
1
2
Thermal Environment
Category II
Category II
Category II
Category I
Category I
Category I
1,5 (Better level)
CO2- concentration above outdoor
≤ 500 ppm
≤ 500 ppm
≤ 500 ppm
outdoor
outdoor
outdoor
1 (≤ 500 ppm outdoor)

3.Energy
Ventilation:
Area ventilated: 84 m2 gross area
SEL: 1
Effic: 0,9
Minimun vent rate: 87 m3/h=0,29 l/s/m2
Maximun Vent rate: 198 m3/h=0,66 l/s/m2
Avarage: 0,475 l/s/m2
Minimun flow rate: 0,3 l/s m2 =0,5h-1
The ventilation rate is controlled based on CO2 concentration in the room.

Kitchen
2
Category II
Category I

≤ 500 ppm
outdoor
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3.1.Energy demand
Energy demand is calculated by the program Be15. All the documents related to energy calculation are found in
reference [4].
Energy
Heating
Space Heating demand
DHW
Total heating demand
Electricity
Ventilators
Pumps
Heating for DHW
Lighting
Total Electricity demand

Value [kWh/m2]
3,1+ 0,8= 3,9
19,2
23,1
2,8
0,8
0,5
10,1
14,2

3.2.Energy supply
PV Roof panels [4]:

264 PV panels are placed on the roof in Block 3 of 260 Wp each, giving a total of 64,64 kWp for a total heated
area of 6306 m2 .
264 panels of 1,52 m2 per panel
Orientation: south
Inclination: 11°
Nominal power: 17,1 %
System efficiency : 0,85%
Total PV area in block 3: 401,6 m2
Total PV area in model apartment: 5,34 m2
Total PV production in block : 64,64 KWp
Total PV production for model apartment: 0,914 kWp
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The energy supply is calculated based on the energy production in spot form the photovoltaic panels installed
on the roof of the building Block 3 and the renewable energy part from the energy net.
The total heating demand from the model is 23,1 kWh/m2, what is supplied from the district heating plan located
in the area. Approximately 58 % of the district heating is produced from renewable energy. This means that 13,4
kW/m2 is supplied by renewable energy heating.
Moreover, the electricity production on spot is 10,5 kWh/m2. This means that only 3,7 kWh/m2 electricity
demand is supplied by the grid. The 71% of the El- grid is produced by renewable energy, resulting in 2,6 KWh/m2.
In total 26,5 kWh/m2 supplied to the building is produced by renewable energies, what implies 71 % of the total
energy demand of the apartment.
Table 5. Energy supply.

Heating
Heating demand
Renewable energy from central heating *
Electricity
Electricity demand
PV production
Renewable energy from El grid*

Value [kWh/m2]
23,1
58% of 23,1= 13,4
14,2
10,5
71% of (14,2-10,5)= 2,6

3.3.Primary energy factor
The primary energy factor is calculated based on the primary energy factor of BK2020. The primary energy
factor are 0,6 and 1,8 for district heating and electricity energy respectively. The results are following shown:

4.Enviromental
4.1.LCA evaluation
The Environment has been calculated by LCA excel tool based on 100 year of service life of the building Block 3
with a total heated area of 6306 m2. The materials constructions has been analysed based on a provided
drawings revision 3. All the documents related to the environment evaluation can be found in reference [5]
The proposed strategy is a careful combination of maximal retention of the existing structure, substantial new
build, complete renovation of the facades and substantial landscape renovation.
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Timber is an abundant local resource in Denmark. It is proposed that all the timber used for the new building
fabric will be sourced from local sustainable managed woodland, and the overall construction including the
insulation will use materials with a low environmental impact, recycling and reusing materials.
LCA analysis is made based on only the new materials construction placed for the renovation state. New
additional building is added to the rooftops, new wooden slab is attached to the north facades to create the
balcony along the entrance to the apartments, and new insulated precast slab is attached to the south facade
introducing the ” summer garden”. Moreover, insulation layer is added to the existing East and West facades,
new completely facades are placed on north and south facades, and the existing roof is replaced by new
insulated one.
Table 6. LCA evaluation

value
score

PE
70,5
3

GWP
11,8
3

ODP
4,11 E-07
2

POCP
0.0033
2

AP
0.0280
2

EP
0,0023
1

Average score
2,2

4.2.Fresh water consumption
There is scope for further storage of groundwater and use of grey water within the apartments. Unfortunately,
this water supplied from the ground water collection is still unknown. The fresh water saving is calculated by
only 23 % comparing to a national Danish value by the implementation on efficiency fixture and appliances. The
tender of this equipment is not decided yet. However, it is expected to install water-efficient equipment that can
be found in the market. The fresh water saving calculation and efficient fixtures are documented in reference
[6].
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Table 7. Fresh water consumtion calculation for different water taps in Ellebo model apartment.

Installation

Flow [l/s] or litres per tap

Tap- length [s]

Bath -shower
Hand wash (toilet)
Hand wash( kitchen)
Dish washer
Washing machine
WC
Total Consumption
Danish average

0,15
0,083
0,15
6,5
41
15 ( 1 small +2 large flush)

300
20
20
-

Number of
taps/person/day
0,8
3
6
0,25
0,25
1

Consumption/
person/day
36
5
18
1,625
10,25
15
85,9
112

4.3.Sustainable construction
Most of the materials used for the renovation projects are recyclable, except bitumen membrane and
impregnated or painting tree structure. Unfortunately, no info of materials certified/ verified is provided. In
consequence, it has not been possible to evaluate the % of responsible sourcing. A minimum of 50% of word is
considered certified in order to get into the radar scores.
The calculation can be found on LCA excel tool placed in reference [5].
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Active house evaluation Radar of Ellebo
Active house evaluation radar of Ellebo housing state is found in reference [7].
Parameter evaluated
Daylight
Thermal environment
Indoor air quality
Energy demand
Energy supply
Primary energy demand
Environmental load
Fresh water consumption
Sustainable construction materials

Value
2,6%
Better Level
≤ 500 ppm
37,3 kWh/m2
71% of energy demand is supplied by
renewable energies
7,8 kWh/m2
Ver LCA results
23%
97%-50%-0%

Active house Score
2,8
1,5
1
1
2,2
2,5
2,2
2,7
3

As it can be seen from the Radar, all the parameter result in a score better than 3. The sustainable construction
gives the lower score due to the lack of information. It is following by the daylight factor. The average of daylight
factor found in the apartment is decreased by the value found in the room facing south. This room is a long room
with a small window resulting in a low DF as it was expected, by only 1%. In contrast a good DF is found in the
living room, the heart space of the apartment, with the extending area of the “summer garden”. Moreover, the
Fresh water consumption can be improved by knowing the recycled grey water part.
The rest of the parameters give a good category. The best score is reached by the “Indoor Climate” since a
controlled mechanical ventilation system is set based on the CO2 concentration in winter time and natural
ventilation in summer to achieve the best Category I of Indoor climate standard.

